
Humane Technology Agency/Autonomy/Access

Power over your experience and ability  
to influence the outcome.

 · Do you crave greater self-sufficiency 
and anonymity or a feeling of 
interconnectedness?   

 · When do you feel a sense of your own agency?
 · What do I live without?  What can I live with? 

Examples
 · VR drawing programs like Tilt Brush are 

creatively open-ended experiences 
 · 3D soundscape headsets help the visually 

impaired navigate using audio cues
 · Interactive and participatory performances 

give audiences agency and enhance public 
dialog around difficult issues 

Make a move, gesture or take a walk



“What is it like to live in data? And I don’t 
mean that in a future-speculative way I 
mean in a today-way because all of  us in 
one sense or another living in data.” 

-Jer Thorp

“The acculturation to compliance and 
conformity has…accelerated the use of  
prescriptive technologies in administrative, 
government, and social services. The same 
development has diminished resistance to 
the programming of  people.”

–Ursula Franklin

Agency/Autonomy/Access



Humane Technology

Competence/Relevance/Community 

Feeling you have sufficient expertise  
or skills relevant to an experience

 · How much effort is required to absorb new 
information and will it yield new conclusions or 
experiences that are important to you?

 · When do you feel welcome in a new environment?
 · How is bias operating in what you create? Whom 

else might you include? 

Examples
 · Designers develop personas to better understand 

what matters to intended audiences
 · Adaptive learning algorithms respond to student 

learning aptitude and goals
 · Effective facilitation of  collaboration brings new 

perspectives and approaches to technology 

Re-arrange something, make a mark,  
move and take up space 



Competence/Relevance/Community 

“Relevance opens doors to experiences 
that matter to us, surprise us, and bring 
value into our lives.” 

-Nina Simon

“Perhaps it is more important to be in 
community... than to be right, or to be 
winning.”

 - Adrienne Maree Brown



Humane 
Technology

Engagement/Flow/Emergence

Feeling absorbed in activity and in a state 
of deep concentration.

 · Do you experience a loss of  self-consciousness? 
Moments of  serendipity or joy? 

 · Are the outcomes predetermined or emergent?
 · How do you play?
 · What learning will emerge from your work?
 · How will that learning be embodied?  
 · What ambiguity? 

Examples
 · Flapping your arms and balancing on one foot 

propels you through fantasy bird worlds in VR
 · Photogrammetry capture of  artifacts and AR 

display allow museum visitors to “hold” objects 
and look closely at details on all sides 

 · Website blockers/timers diminish distraction 
 · Tags allow importance to emerge bottom-up, 

categories establish top-down hierarchies   

Wait until something draws your  
attention…follow it



“What might it be like to work, to play, 
to share and to think in more dynamic 
mediums that access our full multi-
sensory human capacities?” 

-Bret Victor

“Emergence is the way complex 
systems and patterns arise out of  
relatively simple interactions. We are all 
interconnected. Denying that, we die. 
Surrendering to that, we live.” 

-A. M. Brown

Engagement/Flow/Emergence



Humane Technology

Meaning/Purpose/Impact

Employing your unique strengths for  
a purpose greater than yourself.

 · When do you find a deep sense of  fulfilment? 
 · Do you know the impact of  what you create?
 · What moves me to this work?  What moves 

me in this work?  

Examples
 · Games integrating physical and digital 

experience through projection mapping 
 · Players contribute to real social projects 

within a game experience
 · AlliedMedia.org uses media to incite change 

and trains thousands in media activism for 
social justice and community empowerment

 

Rub your hands together to create fric-
tion, place warm hands on your body 

in a gesture of care.



“Rather than merely tolerating change, 
“we are all called now to rise to it. We 
are invited and stretched in whatever we 
do to be artists — to create in ways that 
matter to other people.”    

–Seth Godin

“We are either connected or cut off. 
It is at these moments that those 
indispensable attributes of  the arts, risk, 
innovation, expression, and dramatic 
leaps of  imagination are most critical 
and necessary.” 

–Anne Bogart

Meaning/Purpose/Impact



Humane Technology

Relatedness/ Collaboration 
Responsiveness

A feeling of belonging; creating 
something you can only make together

 · Can humane include non-human experience?
 · Is your digital experience contributing to  

physical thriving?  
 · What is the network of  interconnections in your 

work: biological, material, ethical, personal, 
planetary?  

Examples
 · Posthumanism is repositioning relationships 

between human and non-human natures, 
between biological and artificial life.

 · Community-engaged design practices start from 
what people value 

Expand your awareness to include 
everyone else in the room and the 

distances between you and them...change 
places in the room...observe



“We can craft other visions that will be 
conducive to the long-range survival 
of  humans and of  the other life-forms, 
biological and artificial, with whom we 
share the planet and ourselves.”

-Katherine Hayles 

“Technology has built the house In 
which we all live…” 

–Ursula Franklin

Relatedness/ Collaboration 
Responsiveness



Humane Technology

Care/Understanding
Compassion

Attunement to the experience of another, 
non-attachment to outcome 

 · Are you aware of  another’s suffering and does 
that motivate your desire to help?

 · When do you feel cared for?
 · Hands can hold, caress, care. Where is the hand 

in your work? Hands can grasp, grip, clench. 

Examples
 · Simulations of  the dementia experience using 

live roleplay and VR for caregiver training
 · OpenIDEO inspires designers to have a greater 

impact on global issues through design
 · Go-Pro cameras capture thousands of  daily 

gestures of  care in an elder day-services facility  

Bringing awareness into your body...
notice what you notice...sense with your 

whole self



 “Positive Computing asks…If  technology 
doesn’t improve the wellbeing of  individuals, 
society, or the planet, should it exist?” 

-Calvo & Peters

“Embracing love ethic means that we utilize 
all dimensions of  love-- “care, commitment, 
trust, responsibility, respect and knowledge”-- 
in our everyday lives.” 

-Bell Hooks

Care/Understanding
Compassion



Humane TechnologyResources Humane TechnologyResources

 · 10 Features of  Positive Wellbeing 
 (Huppert and So)

 · Affective Computing (Picard, MIT)
 · All About Love (hooks)
 · Allied Media Conference (Detroit)
 · And Then, You Act (Bogart)
 · Art of  Relevance (Simon)
 · Center for Humane Technology 
 · Changing the Dialog (Caspersen)
 · Data Humanism (Thorp, Office  

for Creative Research)
 · Emergent Strategy (A. M. Brown)
 · Ethics of  Care (Tronto,  

Puig de la Bellacasa)
 · Evolutionary Analysis of  Compassion  

(Goetz, Keltner and Simon-Thomas)
 · Flow Theory (Csikszentmihalyi)
 · Inclusive Pedagogy (Rendon)
 · Performing Encryption (Kozel)

 · PERMA (Seligman)
 · Posthumanism (Hayles, Braidotti)
 · Positive Computing (Calvo and Peters)
 · Relevance Yields Positive Cognitive  

Effect (Wilson and Sperber)
 · Ryff Scales Psychological Wellbeing  

(Ryff, Keyes)
 · Self-Determination Theory  

of  Wellbeing (Ryan and Deci)
 · The Humane Representation of   

Thought (B. Victor)
 · The National Institute 

 for Play (S. Brown) 
 

Full citations and details at: 
HumaneTechOsu.org adapted from  

PositiveComputing.org




